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Determined threat actors and APTs are
sophisticated, and resourceful in their efforts
to evade and breach your cyber security
defences. Fortunately, Crowdstrike Falcon
provides your security team with a
sophisticated, resourceful, and rapid set of
protection/detection capabilities that can
often stop breaches before they occur.
Cloud-based architecture, daily aggregation
of endpoint events from millions of sensors
deployed globally (analysed by powerful ML
techniques), all deployed via a lightweight
endpoint client allow you to prioritize,
respond, and remediate with confidence.
Adarma’s Crowdstrike Falcon engineers are
skilled cyber security professionals, combining
wide-ranging industry knowledge in threat
intelligence, hunting, and remediation with
proven expertise in the wider EDR landscape
and Crowdstrike in particular.
Backed by a wider practice with years
of expertise in designing, implementing, and
maintaining SOC and SIEM systems for a
range of FTSE 350 clients, our engineers will
ensure your needs are met smoothly,
efficiently, and reliably.
Beginning with a physical or virtual
interactive workshop, we’ll develop our
understanding of your business and your
needs, ensuring we translate them effectively
into outcomes. Then we get down to delivery
– installing, onboarding and configuring
Crowdstrike Falcon in your environment as
determined by best practice.

•

•

•

Qualified, experienced engineers with a
background in cyber security and a
specialisation in Crowdstrike Falcon. We’ll
always ensure that the ask meets the need
– security is who we are.
Experienced in all aspects of Crowdstrike
Falcon installation, configuration, and
development. We understand its context
and capabilities as a tool in your security
arsenal.
Immersed in the wider threat landscape we know threats proliferate rapidly and
unpredictably. Staying aware of the big
picture helps us help you target and
prioritise the most critical vulnerabilities.

Why Adarma?
•

•

•

We’ve got the expertise you need to
successfully build and integrate end-toend solutions and deliver value to your
organisation.
We understand the design and
purpose of the platforms Splunk
Crowdstrike monitors and integrates with
– we speak your SME’s language because
we’re natives.
We deliver value through the service we
implement and deliver – not upselling or
vending licences.

And when you’re ready to delve deeper into
other Crowdstrike Falcon – whether that’s
tighter integration with your existing SIEM and
SOC solutions, more complex intelligence
analysis, or extending your current solution’s
capabilities via Falcon’s API - our team is
ready to help.
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About Adarma
We’re one of the largest independent
security services companies in the UK.
Founded and run by experienced senior
security leaders, we know security and how
to deliver real value in the real world. That’s
why our clients are successful FTSE 350
organisations from all industry sectors.

Our teams are a diverse group of customerfacing technical experts and businessfacing consultants, all with the same
objective and united by the same goal: to
help our clients prepare for attack and
stand side-by-side with them when it
happens.
We have the experience, proven track
record, and recognition¬ as industry
specialists to ensure our cyber security
solutions are tailored to your needs.

Contact us to discuss your EDR requirements enquiries@adarma.com
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